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DorianJ wrote:

Does he? Aren’t there enough people in the movement that get it to have the Voice of TZM, as it
were, come from the group rather than just Peter? For instance, I don’t see why any of this

would mean only Peter can do radio addresses instead of rotating the hosts the way that it’s
going now. Nor would it mean any chapter leader or someone couldn’t do local radio or tv spots
if the opportunity came up.

RodT wrote:

Very true. All throughout history people have desired for certain people to lead them. I think
people need to move past this desire for a leader or leaders to follow.

js42uk wrote:

No, there is nothing wrong with “leaders” in different positions. Yes, we all need to be leaders of

a sorts, but some will not be able to perform certain jobs. We are all different. It is not about
leaders per say, Peter is the best person currently for the job of spokesperson. If not, then let
the individual step forward now! In fact, he/she should have been announced as Peter stepped

back.

VTV wrote:
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The people that come to mind are:

Doug Mallette,

Brandy Hume.

And I do a pretty good job.

So VTV the UNOFFICIAL [NOT] spokesperson for The Venus Project, after spending his last few
years as their self proclaimed representative ‘expert’ on the TZM forum, now drops the venus
project and puts himself forward as the representative of the zeitgeist movement.
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This shit just gets funnier and funnier by the day….VTV obviously knows where the funding for his
food bills and electricity bills comes from, so he has to ditch the selfish  money grabbing Fresco
and Meadows, as the only people he know stupid enough to fund his lies are TZM members.

~ by anticultist on April 19, 2011.

Posted in Zeitgeist venus project conspiracies 

Tags: anticultist, capitalism, comedy, cult, discredited, Jacque Fresco, monetary system, resource based economy, the venus project, the zeitgeist movement

6 Responses to “VTV drops TVP and makes powerplay to take over TZM”

1. That’s one of the funniest things he’s ever said.

With all that time he spent being Jacque’s hairdresser and practically sitting on his lap he’d sell Jacque out in a heartbeat to be spokesman of a rival

group?

justintempler said this on April 19, 2011 at 1:21 am | Reply

Well there you go at least VTV knows who is paying his bills when he solicits his begging online, it certainly is not Fresco or Meadows…it’s Merolas
peons who pay for VTV to live his narcissistic existance.

It makes sense VTV would abandon his imaginary position in the venus project for a position in a movement of people who are willing to pay for his
food, energy and computer games.

And yeah it is too fricking funny to believe, I was waiting for him to do this, and there it is he has started to make his move.

anticultist said this on April 19, 2011 at 1:36 am | Reply

2. What? VTV didn’t suggest Thunder? Oh Snap!

LoL

I wonder if Brandy will change her name to TZMChallenge now.

BranManFloMore said this on April 19, 2011 at 7:40 pm | Reply
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3. I am glad I did not move up in the movement as it were-alot of powerplays going on at the top-as with any organization or business I am now sitting back
and watching what happens.

Lauren Todd said this on April 28, 2011 at 7:11 am | Reply

4. [...] This is all part of VTV’s plan to take over TZM and backstab other members who get positions of power he wanted. [...]

Barbara Streisand effect – VTV fraudulantly flags videos « Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ? said this on April 28, 2011 at 10:18 am | Reply

5. VTV will ruin the movement and drag every member down with him.

Jason Bright said this on May 3, 2011 at 5:15 pm | Reply
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